PRESS KIT

AB O U T C H A R I T Y M AT T ERS

Charity Matters started out as a place to tell the stories
of everyday non-profit heroes and to give voice to
those without one. It quickly became clear that this
evolving platform has become much more than a filter
for goodness. Charity Matters has evolved into a place
of inspiration, conversation, encouragement and most
importantly catalyst for change.
We hope you will continue to join us on our journey to
inform, inspire and make a difference, in ways big and
little.
Our purpose is simply to help the helpers and inspire
others to make a difference.
There you have it. That’s what matters and what we are
all about. What matters to you?

ABOUT HEIDI

Heidi Johnson is a nonprofit founder, a storyteller, and
a believer in good. She uses the power of connection
to bring people together for a purpose greater than
themselves through her vast work in the nonprofit sector.
For the past decade she has communicated powerful
stories to inspire others to serve and give through her
blog and podcast Charity Matters.
As the co-founder of The Spiritual Care Guild, a nonprofit
at Children’s Hospital of Los Angeles, and the Executive
Director of TACSC, a nonprofit Catholic youth leadership
organization, Heidi uses her experience to create a filter
for goodness in Charity Matters that connects people
and causes.
She not only highlights remarkable nonprofit founders
but strives to inspire each of us to give the best of
ourselves to one another, and to the world.
Learn more at charity-matters.com.

F E AT U R E D O N

A FE W F E AT U R E D NO NP ROFI TS

Alliance of Moms

I am Waters

Annie Cannons

Once Upon a Room

Breast Cancer Research
Foundation

Operation Gratitude

Children of War Foundation
Christo Rey
Gordie.org
Grades of Green
The Happiness Project
Here to Serve

Operation Progress
Pablove
Project Hope
Ryan Seacrest Foundation
Troops for Treats
Until There is a Cure

C O NNE CT

We are looking forward to connecting with you. We know
together we can make a bigger difference.

heidi@charity-matters.com
www.charity-matters.com
626.354.0546
@charity_matters
@charitymatters

